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Recorder Notes (submitted by Steve Beyerlein)

1. Before start-up, participants rated their familiarity with the concept of a ‘growth mindset’. Over 50% had some familiarity and perhaps 20% had lots of familiarity with this concept.

2. At the start of the session, participants took an 8 question mindset survey. Nearly everyone scored above 4/6 with an average close to 5/6. A couple of participants had a perfect score. This was similar to the instrument that Claire used with her 9th graders.

3. Academic struggle in K-12 is most pronounced in 9th grade (lowest GPAs, most missed classes, misbehavior, most repeat enrollments, highest ‘failure rate’). Nationwide approximately 25% of 9th grader have 3 or more course failures during their 9th grade year! For those who are retained academic performance improves during the next three years of high school. Similar academic distress tends to occur at the high school to college transition.

4. What is critical for future academic success is how students respond to these failures. Fixed mindset => downward spiral; growth mindset => upward spiral.

5. Carol Dweck’s work shows the positive benefits of explicitly teaching about a growth mindset leading to the conclusion that persevering is better than being smart.

6. Grade focus tends to promote a fixed mindset even thought students are naturally attracted to learning mastery (growth mindset). Our teaching and course management styles along with school culture can dramatically affect student behaviors about taking risks, accepting challenge, and being self-confident.

7. Techniques for developing a growth mindset among students...
   - be a role model for others, conspicuously growing your skills as a teacher in front of the students
   - provide opportunities for expanded risk-taking w/o judgment/evaluation
   - pay attention to the learning process more than the learning products
   - provide timely and informative feedback on how to improve
   - praise the process, not the person (be sincere)
   - provide opportunities and training in self-assessment